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Motivation 

•  Platforms are ubiquitous. How can you control 
open ecosystem innovation? 
–  Effects of reuse, size of developer pool, technology, 

uncertainty, time to bundle…  
•  Is competition good or bad for innovation? 
•  Do developers prefer sponsored platforms or 

open standards? 
–  Which is better cooperation or coercion? 

•  From an antitrust perspective, would a social 
planner behave differently? 



The Intellectual Property Debate 

•  Long but narrow patents 
–  Gilbert & Shapiro ‘90 

•  Infinitely renewable © 
–  Landes & Posner ’03 

•  Sequential innovation 
–  Green & Scotchmer ’95 
–  Chang ‘95 

•  Fundamental right of access 
–  Stallman ‘92 

•  Collective production / Open science 
–  Benkler ’02 
–  David ’04 

•  Tragedy of the “AntiCommons” 
–  Heller & Eisenberg ’98 

Long / Closed is Better Free / Open is Better 

We introduce a downstream production function 

The Innovation Debate 

•  “To promote progress in science and the 
useful arts” 

–  U.S. Constitution 
•  Competition guts incentive to enter. 

–  Salop ’77, Dixit & Stiglitz ‘77 

•  Efficient Marginal Cost Pricing.  
–  Econ 101 

•  No double marginalization.  
–  Spengler ‘50, Motta ‘04 

•  Innovation occurs to “escape” competition 
–  Aghion, Bloom, Blundell, Griffith, Howitt ’02 

Monopoly is Better Competition is Better 



Platforms & Applications 

•  Platform: Components used in common across a product family whose 
functionality can be extended by 3rd parties (Boudreau 2007) characterized 
by network effects (Eisenmann, Parker & Van Alstyne 2009). 

•  Examples:  
1.  Desktop OS: Unix, Mac, Windows 
2.  PDAs: Palm, Psion, Newton 
3.  Game Consoles: Wii, Xbox, Playstation 
4.  Network Switches: Cisco, IBM, HP 
5.  Multimedia: Adobe/Flash, MS/Silverlight, Google-Apple/HTML5  
6.  Payment Systems: Paypal, Google Checkout, Visa, Apple, Mobile Felica  
7.  Mobile Devices: iPhone, Android, Symbian, Blackberry 
8.  Enterprise Systems: Salesforce, Oracle, i2, IBM, SAP 
9.  Social Networks: Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Monster, Twitter 
10. Batteries: Sony, Panasonic, Sanyo, A123 
11.  Web Search: Google, Bing+Yahoo!, Baidu 
12. Ebooks: Amazon, iPad, Nook, Sony 

Pla$orm	  

Usr	   Dvpr	  



Illustrations 

Downstream enhancements  
add value 



1981-1997 Microsoft beats Apple 

Apple launched the personal computer market but Microsoft licensed widely, 
building a huge developer ecosystem. By the time of the antitrust trial, 

Microsoft had more than 6 times the number of developers. 



Apple passes Microsoft  
May 26, 2010 

Using a platform strategy, Apple becomes the most valuable tech firm in the 
US, representing $222 Bn to Microsoft’s $219 Bn. Chart shows % growth. 



Apple passes Exxon Mobile, becoming 
most valuable company in world  

Aug 9, 2011 
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Reusable – Game Elements 

Spore is an evolutionary (revolutionary?) game 
where users create their own content for each 
other through the action of playing 



Google Mash-ups 
Paul Rademacher combines maps with Craigs List.        

Lawyers say Sue!   Engineers say Hire! 



Ecosystem Led Innovation 

Microsoft allows 
anyone to 

develop - takes 
30% 

SalesForce.com promotes 
sales of applications at 

AppExchange - takes 30% 

Android allows 
anyone to 

develop – takes 
0-30%. 



While Facebook focused on creating a robust platform that allowed outside 
developers to build new applications, Myspace did everything itself. ``We tried 
to create every feature in the world and said, `O.K., we can do it, why should 
we let a third party do it?' '' says (MySpace cofounder) DeWolfe. ``We should 
have picked 5 to 10 key features that we totally focused on and let other 
people innovate on everything else.'' 

− Open to “.com” 

Open gift store − 

Open to developers − 

The Rise & Ignominius Fall of MySpace – Business Week 2011 

Does Openness Work? 



The Model 

We need a platform and multiple 
rounds of innovation. 



V3 

Intuition – Coding on the shoulders 
of giants 

•  Sponsor offers platform of value V 
–  Then gives some of it away. 

•  Developers build apps for installed 
base, adding new layers of value. 

•  Benefits: 
–  Sponsor from increased sales, and 

downstream royalties. 
–  Developer from cost savings and 

installed base. 

•  Sponsor bundles new innovation into 
platform. Makes new value available. 

•  Repeat 

Pr
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q1 

p1 

Quantity 

V1 
V2 

Downstream enhancements add value 



The Model 

Platform sponsor can sell V or share fraction σV with developers. Sponsor 
and developers divide surplus based on Nash bargaining.   

Time: 
Sponsor opens 

platform 

Developers 
build to platform 

Developers 
sell apps1 

Sponsor bundles 
apps1 

Developers 
Build new apps 

Sponsor bundles 
apps2 

Developers 
Sell apps 2 

Profits: 

Development 
Ends 
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The Model 

Platform sponsor can sell V or share fraction σV with developers. Sponsor 
and developers divide surplus based on Nash bargaining.   

Developers add unit value v, but the price is limited by the time until the 
platform sponsor bundles applications into the open resource pool.  

Time: 
Sponsor opens 

platform 

Developers 
build to platform 

Developers 
sell apps1 

Sponsor bundles 
apps1 

Developers 
Build new apps 

Sponsor bundles 
apps2 

Developers 
Sell apps 2 

Profits: 

Prices: 

Development 
Ends 
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The Model 

Platform sponsor can sell V or share fraction σV with developers. Sponsor 
and developers divide surplus based on Nash bargaining.   

Developers add unit value v, but the price is limited by the time until the 
platform sponsor bundles applications into the open resource pool.  

Output is Cobb-Douglas. the open resource pool is input to production. 

Time: 
Sponsor opens 

platform 

Developers 
build to platform 

Developers 
sell apps1 

Sponsor bundles 
apps1 

Developers 
Build new apps 

Sponsor bundles 
apps2 

Developers 
Sell apps 2 

Profits: 

Prices: 

Production: 

Development 
Ends 
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y1 = k σV( )α ;  y2 = k1+α σV( )α
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Lemma: from FOCs there exists a unique 
optimal contract xxxxxx that solves: 

2 Variable Solution 

For alpaaha and L defined in terms of xx 
and exog. params., xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
By implicit function theorem, monotonic xxxx 
implies there exists a unique contract 
xxxxxxx that solves xxxxxxx. 
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Openness vs. Control:  
How much is optimal? 

Yo
ur

 S
ha

re
 

Industry Value Add 

Open 

Proprietary 

Your reward = (Value added to industry) x (Your share) 

Based on: Shapiro & Varian ‘99 

Maximum protection ≠ Maximum Value 



When should a firm compete with 
partners? How long protect their IP? 

Windows: Multithreading, Disk 
Compression, Internet Browsing, 

Streaming Media, Instant Messaging, 
… 

Openness & Time: Having opened its platform, does Microsoft (or Cisco 
or Google or Apple) kill its ecosystem by bundling developer value into 

Windows? 

iPhone: Flashlight, Voice Memo, 
shake-to-shuffle, iBooks, Voice 

Control, … 



Platform Questions 

•  How open should 
the platform be? 

•  When should new 
features become 
part of the standard 
platform? 

You can 
charge more 

Others can 
add value 

Closed  Open sharing S=σV 
 Open 

Developers 
stay away 

Delay building 
2nd generation 

Early  Time to bundle t
 Late 



Platform Answers 

•  Open enough so that 
opportunity cost is 
proportional to growth 
in value (times 
elasticity of output) 
 

•  Fold in new features at 
point in time when the 
value of 2nd generation 
output passes 1st 
generation. 

Closed  Open sharing σV  
 Open 

Early  Time to bundle t
 Late 
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Comparative Statics 
Parameters σ*	
 t*	


Platform value: V - 
Developer value: v + + 
Reuse coefficient: k + 

• Rising initial platform value causes sponsor to prefer direct sales. 

• Consistent with MS Windows being more closed than Google 
Android.   
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Comparative Statics 
Parameters σ*	
 t*	


Platform value: V - 
Developer value: v + + 
Reuse coefficient: k + 

• Rising developer value causes sponsor to open platform and let 
them keep profits (and not compete with them) longer. 

• Consistent with how platforms treat “marquee” developers giving 
them more favorable terms on s and t. 
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Comparative Statics 
Parameters σ*	
 t*	


Platform value: V - 
Developer value: v + + 
Reuse coefficient: k + 

• Consistent with SW relative to HW.  SW platforms tend to be 
more open. 



When does open beat closed? 
Microsoft vs. Apple 

Apple vs. Google 



Apple	  tried	  to	  control	  too	  much	  of	  the	  
original	  Mac	  

•  Remember	  MacWrite,	  
MacPaint?	  

•  Charged	  ~$10,000	  for	  
SDKs.	  	  	  

•  Controlled	  OS	  &	  HW	  
and	  dominant	  Apps.	  

•  VerKcal	  integraKon	  
choked	  network	  effects.	  

Apple	  Mac	  

Users	   Claris	  

Mac	  OS	  



MicrosoO	  opened	  much	  more	  of	  its	  
ecosystem	  	  

•  MicrosoO	  had	  6-‐10X	  
developers	  

•  Open	  APIs	  /	  Cheap	  SDKs	  
•  Controlled	  OS,	  licensed.	  
•  Strong	  network	  effects.	  

Dell	  

Users	   Dvprs	  

MS	  Windows	  

IBM	   …	   HP	  
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When does “open” beat “closed?” 
Closed Benefit Open Benefit 

•  No sacrifice of (1-σ) platform profits. 
•  Build on whole platform, increasing 
integration and added value 
•  Systemic innovation. 

•  Users can’t see, modify, or redistribute 
•  Network effects from transparency, low 
cost experimentation, lack of hold-up 
•  Incremental innovation. 
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When does “open” beat “closed?” 

•  No sacrifice of (1-σ) platform profits. 
•  Build on whole platform, increasing 
integration and added value 
•  Systemic innovation). 

•  Users can see, modify, redistribute 
•  Network effects from transparency, low 
cost experimentation, lack of hold-up 
•  Incremental innovation. 

Proposition: if                                   then open licensing dominates subcontracts for 
innovation and profit. In the absence of network effects, subcontracting always 
dominates. 

Private subcontracts dominate when the developer pool is small. Open innovation 
dominates as network effects rise. This function moves when (i) subsidy costs fall 
(ii) 2nd period developer output rises (iii) technology improves. 

Closed Benefit Open Benefit 
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How does technological risk 
affect openness? 

0 

 

y1 = k σV( )α ;  y2 = k1+α σV( )α
2

0 
 

y1 = k σV( )α ;  y2 = k1+α σV( )α
2

0 

q 

q 

1-q 
1-q 

Platform 
payoffs 

now 

Innovation 
payoffs 

later 



Proposition: Increasing technological uncertainty reduces willingness to open (s < 
s*) and reduces willingness to take profits through delayed bundling (t < t*). ~ 

Let q be the probability of technical success  
so (1-q) is “technological uncertainty” 
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Corollary: More developers N overcomes technological uncertainty. Causes are 
direct (rising output Ny1, Ny2) and indirect (falling q) implying greater openness (σ* 
rises) and later bundling (t* rises). 

Implying that E[y1] = k(sV)a  while  E[y2]= k1+a(sV)a^2q1-a	




Proposition: More risk reduces willingness to open.  Firms prefer certain 
profits now to uncertain profits in the future. 

Corollary: But if developers will bear risk 
and their experimentation reduces 
technology uncertainty, the platform 
sponsor will open more and bundle later. 

Both companies encourage broad experimentation on their platforms, 
then take an interest in those that succeed.  



Does competition deter 
innovation? 

Conventional wisdom: YES! 
If people can’t profit, they won’t invest. 

If competition curbs rents, they won’t enter. 

Source: Salon 9/10 2002 “Mozilla Rising”  
 Farhad Manjoo 



Does competition deter innovation? 

 
B  Openness 

 
B  Openness 

Yes! Reason: If downstream profits fall, the platform sponsor loses 
interest in subsidizing developers.  With a less open platform, 
developer output also falls. 

No! Reason: If the platform sponsor faces direct competition, the 
marginal value of downstream royalties rise relative to marginal 
value of sales. Thus the platform opens. 

 

ı p = γ p 

 

ı V = λ V 

Competition 
among Developers 

Competition 
among Platforms 



Would Developers Cooperate Naturally? 
The answer is “No” due to a prisoner’s dilemma.  … arising from: 

1.  More platform resources in the open pool complement development. 
2.  Private desire to charge lengthens t. 

 
 
 
 
 
This implies  

1.  Platform sponsors need long protection to impose short periods on 
developers. 

2.  Developers are better off with a coordinating sponsor than totally open 
standards 

3.  A strong sponsor resolves the “tragedy of the anti-commons”. 

Defect 

 (πDD, πDD) 

Coop 
 (πDC, πCD) 

 (πCD, πDC)  (πCC, πCC) 

Defect 

Coop 

Developer B 

De
ve

lop
er

 A  πDD > πCD 

 πDC > πCC 



Findings 
•  Platforms can increase downstream innovation by optimally 

controlling openness, bundling & time to compete with partners. 
σV=pd1η1 + dpd2η2;  t: y1 > sV.	


•  Openness dominates subcontracts when (i)  network effects rise 
(ii) subsidy or opportunity costs fall (iii) developer output rises 
(iv) technology improves (v) when there are many developers. 

•  Antitrust – the social optimum is to open sooner and more fully. 
Rising costs cause social planners to behave more like platform 
sponsors. Social planners bundle (expire patents) sooner! 

•  Technological Uncertainty intrinsically reduces openness.  A 
larger developer pool reduces this both by (i) increasing output 
and (ii) reducing risk. 

•  Developer competition reduces openness & innovation.  
Platform competition raises openness & innovation. 

•  Developers can prefer sponsored platforms over standards. 
Property rights need to be longer for platforms. 

•  Find conditions for private provision of a public good. 



Cloud Computing & Business Model Experimentation 
Smart Grid Energy Platform Standards (WSJ 5-18-09!) 

Coming Platform Applications 

Electronic Medical Records  (Google, Microsoft, WebMD …) 
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